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Abst ract - -An  analysis of various averaging procedures is carried out for an approximate Riemann 
solver for the two-dimensional Euler equations governing the compressible flow of an ideal gas. This 
study extends some earlier work for the one-dimensional Euler equations, and it is ultimately intended 
to carry this work forward to include the compressible flow of nonideal gases. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [1] a study of arithmetic averaging in a Riemann solver for the Euler equations 
governing compressible flows of an ideal gas in one dimension was undertaken. In this paper 
we extend this analysis to encompass two-dimensional flows, with the subsequent intention of 
examining the implications for real gases. Important differences in the two-dimensional case 
include the addition of the transverse velocity component, an additional momentum equation, 
and additional flux terms which increase the complexity of the analysis. This increases the 
degree of freedom through the averaging of the new terms, but will decrease the ultimate degree 
of freedom in the new scheme since it will necessarily restrict he choice already inherent in the 
existing one-dimensional version. 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The two-dimensional Euler equations governing the compressible flow of an ideal gas can be 
written in conservation form as 
wt + fx + g~ = O, (2.1) 
where 
w = (p, pu, ~ ,  e) +, (2.2) 
f(w) = (~,p  + ~,  ~v ,  u(e + p))T, (2.3) 
g(w) = (pv, puv, p + pv 2, v(e -F p))T, (2.4) 
e=- -P  +1 2 1 2 (2.5) 
~-1 ~ +~"  
The quantities (p, u, v, p, e) = (p, u, v, p, e) (x, y, t) represent the density, velocity components in 
the two coordinate directions x, y, the pressure and total energy of the fluid, respectively, at a 
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general position x and y and at time t, and where 7 represents he constant ratio of specific heat 
capacities of the ideal gas. 
3. JACOBIAN MATRICES AND STRUCTURE 
If we denote u = (p, u, v, p)T, the vector of primitive variables, which plays a key role in the 
subsequent development ofthe averages of flow variables, then two Jacobian matrices which result 
are / 000 / 
p Ow u p 0 0 
= - -  = v 0 p 0 , and (3.1) 
0u 1 2 12  1 
i ~u + ~v pu pv "/ 1 
Of u2 2pu 0 1 
Q = c9"-u = uv pv pu 0 • (3.2) 
1 2 ~ 3 2 1 2 "fu u 3+~uv 7P +~pu + puv 
.y-1 ~ ~ ,y-1 
The 'usual' Jacobian matrix that is quoted for the system of equations i  therefore 
Of Of /~r~ -1 1 
- -  U2 -I- "~V 2 (3 V~f)I/ - (7 -  1)v 
a 2 (3 2")') U 2 1 2 U(U2 ~_ ?)2) ~_ 2 ~- -( 'y - 1)uv 
where the sound speed, a, is given by 
a 2 = 7__PP. 
P 
The eigenvalues and (right) eigenvectors of A are then 
0) 
0 1 , (3.3) 
7u ] 
(3.4) 
,~I = U -i- a, 
.~2 ---- U -- a, 
~3 ---- U~ 
)t 4 ---- U, e4 = (0, 0, 1, v) T. 
We note also that an associated matrix is 
a 2 12  12  I T 
el----- 1,u-t-a,v, 7_ l  +~U +~v +ua 
( a2 1212 )T 
e2---- 1, u -- a, v, -~--~_ l + SU + sv  -- ua 
( 12 ) e3= 1,u ,v ,~u + 2v 2 r and 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
(3.5c) 
(3.5d) 
.,4= p -1Q = u 0 , (3.6) 
0 u 
7P 0 
whose eigenvalues coincide with those of A. This can be seen by direct evaluation. This obser- 
vation is of importance when discussing the analogous discrete case in Section 5. Similar results 
apply for the flux function g, with corresponding matrices to A and ,4 of B and B, and these can 
be deduced similarly. 
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4. APPROXIMATE R IEMANN SOLVER 
We consider the approximate solution w~,k ~ w(xj, Yk, tn) of (2.1) to consist of a set of piece- 
wise constant states, and solve approximately the associated linearized Riemann problems at the 
interface separating adjacent states and defined by 
wt + .4wx = 0, (4.1) 
in the x-direction and then solve the corresponding Riemann problems in the y direction, using the 
technique of operator splitting. The approximate Jacobian A = .4(wL, wR), where wL -- w~_l, k, 
WR = W~,k, is an average of the continuous Jacobian (3.3) evaluated either side of the interface 
separating WL and wR, and is constructed so that shock capturing is automatic; in particular, 
.4Aw = Af, (4.2) 
where A( . )  = ( ' )R - ( ')L, W = (p, pu, pv, e) "r and f = (pu, p + pu 2, puv,  u(e + p))T. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF .4 
To begin the process of determining the matrix .4 satisfying (4.2) we observe first that we could 
equivalently seek matrices/5 and (~ such that 
/sAq _ Aw, (5.1a) 
and 
OAq = Af, (5.1b) 
for any jump Aq, where q is any vector. Hence, by combining (4.2), (5.1a), and (5.1b), 
A = ~)/5-1. (5.2) 
For simplicity of the resulting scheme we choose q = u = (p, u, v ,p) ,  the vector of primitive 
variables. This means, in particular, that/5 and (~ are approximations to the Jacobians P = Ow 
and Q = of ~-5 in Section 3. We examine the problem of the determination f/5 and (~, and hence ),, 
in detail in Section 8. 
6. ALTERNATIVE  PROCEDURE 
In the determination of/5 and Q, and hence .4, it will be necessary to allow some degree of 
freedom in the choice of averages o that the resulting approximate igenvalues, which are a 
key feature of the numerical scheme, are as simple as possible. This will result in an efficient 
algorithm. The freedom of choice can be narrowed own further once the specific form of the 
approximate igenvalues i known. Thus, an important part of the derivation of the required 
averages is the algebraic alculation of the eigenvalues of A = (~/5-1. It is evident from the 
continuous case alone that the determination of the eigenvalues of the matrix ,4 in (3.6) is far 
simpler than the corresponding problem for the matrix A in (3.3) but, importantly, A and ,4 have 
the same eigenvalues and we seek to carry this property over to the discrete case. We demonstrate 
this contrast in complexity for the continuous case first of all. 
Consider [,4 -AI[ ,  where ,4 is given in (3.6), for which 
o i ) 0 u -A  0 
0 0 u -A  0 
0 3'P 0 u - A 
: (6 .1 )  
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directly, so that the eigenvalues of ~4 (and hence, A) are 
hi -- u :t: a, u, u. (6.23-d) 
The expansion of [A - hi[, where A is given in (3.3) is much more cumbersome. 
Moving on to the discrete case, if we wish to construct/ i  in such a way that its eigenvalues 
are as simple as possible to determine and efficient o compute, then it is necessary to consider 
solutions of 
where Ai, ei are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of .4, or equivalently, 
.;i - £ i I  = O. 
This matrix is given by 
where/5, Q satisfy (5.1a),(5.1b). Substituting (6.5) in (6.3), however, yields 
and hence, 
where 
Therefore, the matrix 
p- lQ~ i -_- ~i~i, 
~i =/5-I~. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
A =/5 -1~,  (6.9) 
has the same eigenvalues as A. It is this matrix that we examine in Section 8 since the charac- 
teristic polynomial 14 - XII is easier to analyse than the corresponding one 1.4 - AI I. 
7. AN EIGENVALUE RESULT 
Before examining the principle purpose of this paper, namely the analysis of a number of 
averaging procedures for the Euler equations of Section 2, we prove two simple results on the 
eigenvalues of a matrix which are then used in the following section. 
THEOREM. x is one of  the eigenvalues of the matrix (x a 0 
M= b y 0 
c d z 
e f g 
a ¢ 0, (7.1) 
ff and only ff e(z - z) = cg. This is easily proved since 
,M-  hI, = (x -  A )2(y -  A ) (z -  A) + (x -  A) ( -~  - ( z -  h) ( f + abl ) + e (z -  h) - cg ,  (7.2) 
so that with h = x, [M - hi[ = 0 if and only if e(z - x) - cg = O. 
COROLLARY. I f  X is one of the eigenvalues of the matrix, so that e(z - x) = cg, then z is a 
further eigenvalue if and only if dg + ae = O. This is aiso easily proved since, from (7.2), under 
the assumption that e(z - x) - cg = O, the last term in (7.2) can be written as e(z - h) - cg = 
e(z - h) - e(z - x) = e(x - h), so that (7.2) becomes 
[M - hI' = (x - h) [(x - h)(Y - h)(z - h) - (z - h) ( f + ab) + dg + e] (7.3) 
so that z is a further eigenvalue if and only if d~ a Jr e = O. 
(Note, that this does preclude the case where z = x so that x is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 
two.) 
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8. DETERMINATION OF J] 
In this section we examine the various arithmetic averaging procedures that can be applied 
to the two-dimensional Euler equations. The aim is to choose that procedure which gives the 
matrix .4 its simplest possible form, and in particular, eigenvalues ofsimple form. To achieve this 
we look instead at the matrix 4,  since its eigenvalues are those of .4 and are easier to determine 
in general. 
8.1. First, Second, and Third Components  of Aw 
We begin by considering Aw where w = (p, pu, pv, e) T, and rewrite in terms of Au, where 
u -- (p, 4, v,p) T. First, we have the identities 
Ap = Ap, and (8.1) 
A(pu) = flap +/SAu, (8.2a) 
A(pv) = 0Ap + ~Av, where (8.2b) 
1 
---- ~(PL -~- PR), (8.3) 
1 
f = 5(~/L -'}" ?J'R), (8.4a) 
1 
0 = -~(vn + VR), (8.4b) 
the arithmetic mean. 
8.2. Fourth Component  of Aw 
For the fourth component we have 
1 
Ae=A +Sp~ + ~2 = i :1+5~(~2)+5A(~2) '  (8.5) 
and there is some degree of freedom allowed for expressing the second and third terms in terms 
of Ap and Au, and Ap and Av, respectively. In [1], we examined two alternatives for A(pu2), 
the first being the expression 
where 
and the second 
where 
(8.6) 
u2 = 5 (ul + u~), (8.7) 
A (pu 2) = A(pu.u) = ~Au + fA(pu) = ~Au + e~Au + f2Ap 
= pi lau  + fpAu + f2Ap = f2Ap + 2pilAu, 
(8.8) 
1 
-~  -~ ~(PLUL "~- pR~/R), (8.9a) 
pu 
= -:-, and (8.9b) 
P 
1 
~, = ~ (f Jr 'u). (8.10) 
Thus, in (8.5) there are two obvious choices for A(pu2), namely (8.6) and (8.8). However, in the 
one-dimensional case [1] only one of these choices was fruitful for use in Aw, and hence, in/3. 
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This was not the case for the corresponding term in Af where both choices were useful, and so 
we shall retain such a choice in the matrix (~. We shall therefore write 
= sap  + 2 au, (8.11) 
where either 
=u 2 and f~= tiff, or (8.12a) 
=fi2 and f~= pS, (8.12b) 
but in (8.5) we use only (8.12a). Similar remarks apply to the term A(pv2), except hat it is not 
clear that we need to make a restriction of this kind, and we therefore write 
A(pv 2) = #Ap + 2wAy, (8.13) 
where either 
#=v 2 and w=pv,  or (8.14a) 
#=0 2 and w=p~, (8.14b) 
and where v 2 and 0 satisfy the same definitions as for u. We therefore write 
Ap 
+ ~Au + way + - - .  (8.15) 
V -1  
8.3. Matrices/5 and/5-I 
The corresponding matrix/5 for which Aw =/sAu is then 
1 0 0 0 / 
p o o 
/5 = 0 0 p 0 , (8.16) 
1 
V-1  
by utilising (8.1), (8.2a), (8.2b), and (8.15), where # and w are given by (8.1aa) or (8.14b). The 
inverse of/5 is 
1 
P 
P 
(V -1) / f i2+w~- l~-~- I ) -7  5# 
8.4. First and Second Components of Af 
0 0 0 
I 
- 0 0 
P 
1 
0 -_ 0 
P 
1)w -(= - I )  
(8.17') 
Turning now to the vector f = (pu, p + pu 2, puv, u(e + p))T, writing Af in terms of Au can be 
achieved by utilising (8.2) for the first component, and then for the second component 
A (p -~-/Tu 2) : Ap  "~- A(f~ 2) : Ap Jr- o~Ap -~- 2~Au, (8.18) 
as in (8.11), where ~ and f~ are given by (8.12a) or (8.12b). We have already selected the pairing 
for ~ and f~ in (8.5), but as shown in [1], both forms of the pairing ~ and/~ in (8.18) can be used. 
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8.5. Third Component  of Af 
For the third component of Af three obvious choices present hemselves, 
A(puv) = ~Av + ~A(pu) = "~Av + o (fiAu + ~2Ap) = ~Av + ~fiAu + ~fiAp, 
and similarly 
A(puv) = -~Au + ~pAv + bfiAp, 
A(puv) = ~'~Ap + apAv + p~Au. 
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(8.19a) 
= + 2 Au, 
A (pu 2) = fi2Ap + 2~SAu, 
and (8.22) yields 
8.6. A(puv) in the Case u = v 
In this case (8.19c) yields 
A(puv) = paAv + ~pAu + eaAp, 
A(puv) = fi0Au + fzfiAv + ~Ap,  
and 
respectively, where fi is defined in (8.9b), and a similar definition applies for ~) 
~3 = pv_, (8.21) 
P 
with the obvious definition for ~ .  We could utilise either (8.20a),(8.20b), or a general inear 
combination of these, or indeed, a general inear combination of (8.19a), (8.19b), and (8.19c). 
Instead, we propose a specific combination of (8.20a) and (8.20b), the arithmetic mean, which 
yields a similar approximation to that in (8.10), namely 
A(puv) = ~Ap + fi0Au + pfiAv, 
where fi is as in (8.10), and ~ is defined similarly, i.e., 
1 
= ~ (~+b) .  
(8.22) 
(8.23) 
Before proceeding with the choices for A(puv), we examine the case u = v, which yields A(pua), 
for which we already have specific averages. 
(8.24a) 
(8.24b) 
as do (8.20a),(8.20b), and each of these is consistent with the expression (8.11) in the cases (8.12a) 
(8.20a) 
(8.205) 
and (8.12b), respectively. Thus we either use (8.20a), (8.20b), (8.19c), or (8.22), i.e., 
A(puv) = ~Ap + aAu + ray,  
where either 
f=fi@, a=p~,  and r=~,  
=~,  a=pb,  and r=f~,  
~=~'~, a=p~,  and r=~,  
=fi@, a=fr~, and r=p~.  
or 
(8.25) 
(8.26a) 
(8.265) 
(8.26c) 
(8.26d) 
The last of these contains an average ~-~ not seen hitherto, which we carry forward. For the two 
remaining choices (8.19a),(8.19b), we rewrite as 
(8.19b) 
(8.19c) 
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8.7. Four th  Component  of Af  
Finally, for the fourth component, 
A(u(e+p) )=A u -@---~_l +-~pu +-~pv +p =A \~ ' -  1 +-~pu + ~puv 
_ ! A(up) + A (~3) + ~A (~,,2) (8.27) 
~ 1 
- ~ flap + ~A~ + A (~3)  + ~A (~,,2) 
~ - l  - ' 
where it is necessary now to consider the last two terms A(pu a) and A(puv2). 
8.8. Express ion for A(pu 3) 
In [1] four expressions were proposed, two of which were shown to be identical. This resulted 
in three distinct choices, only two of which were productive. We therefore use only these two 
choices, the first of which is 
~ ^2 
A (p~) = u~Ap + ~A (~3) = ~Ap + 3~ A~, (8.28) 
where 
- -  1 u 3 = ~ (u 3 + u3) ,  (8.29) 
:2 1 u = -~ (U2L + uLun + u2), and (8.30) 
A (~)  = A (p~.~2) = ~A (~2) + ~A(p~)  
= 2fififlAu + u 2 (flap + pAu) = flu2Ap + 3pfi Au, (8.31) 
where 1( 
u =~ 2fi~+ , (8.32) 
which can also be written as 
,~ = g + 28 ~ . (8.33) 
Thus, there are two straightforward choices for A(pu 3) in (8.27), namely (8.28) and (8.31), and 
we shall therefore write 
A (pu 3) -- ~Ap + 3eAu, (8.34) 
for the expression in (8.27), where either 
8.9. Express ion for A(puv 2) 
m _7 ,2  
: U 3 and e = pu , or (8.35a) 
- -  _=2 
=f lu  2 and e=pu . (8.35b) 
For the second term in (8.27) requiring treatment, which is a new fourth-order term not treated 
hitherto, there axe numerous choices available. Since the one-dimensional case only resulted in 
two principal choices, which we have already included here, it is unlikely that this additional 
term, whilst having a large degree of freedom in itself, will increase the overall number of useful 
cases in the final scheme. We therefore hold over proposing definitive xpressions for this term 
until later and write 
A (puv 2) = OAp + ~?Au + 2nay. (8.36) 
A typical example is 
A (~v 2) = A (~v2)  = ~A (~2) + ~A(~)  
= 2/5~Av + v2flAp + v2~Au, 
but there are clearly many more choices that could be made. 
(8.37) 
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8.10. Summary  of Results  for A(u(e  + p)) 
Combining the results of Sections 8.7-8.9, we obtain the following expression for the fourth 
component of Af, 
h(u(e+p) )= 76+ 0 hp+ +~e+TV hu+~hv+ hp. 
7-1  
8.11. Matrices 0 and .~ 
The corresponding matrix Q for which Af = QAu is then 
(8.38) 
1 0 0) 2f~ 1 
= ~ a v 0 , (8.39) 
1 77__~1 3 1 7~ 6+70 _ +7e+7~/  a "y-1  
where a and/~ are as described in (8.11),/f and e in (8.34), ~, a, and v in (8.25), and 8, ~/, and a 
in (8.36). 
Summarising, we have two choices for the quantities/~ and w in the matrix/5 (and/5-1), two 
choices for a and f~ in (~, two choices for/f and e in (~, and three choices for ~, a, and ~- in (~, 
and as yet no specified choice for 8, z}, and a. This gives rise to 24 possible Jacobian matrices 
.~ = ~/5-1 for each choice made for 8, ~/, and n in (8.36), and it is our aim to decide which of 
these has eigenvalues of the simplest possible form, and which are capable of being generalized 
to real gas flows. As noted in Section 6, it is better to consider the matrix ~ = /5--10 whose 
eigenvalues are those of A. We now determine ~ using the expressions for/5-1 and Q in (8.17) 
and (8.39), respectively. We note that the choice for a and fl in/5, and hence, in/5-1, has already 
been made, but those in Q have not, and to emphasize this fact we label these as aQ and f~Q. 
Hence, 
A = 
(~-1) 
aq - f~2 
- GO 
1 f~O - g 
('y-l) 
p o o 
2~q -~ o ! 
P P 
o" 7" 
- - - -~  0 
-2  _ O" (8.40) 
Now, two of the eigenvalues of the continuous Jacobian are u, and the condition that we 
choose to impose on the averages in 4,  and hence A, is that they have ~ as an eigenvalue. 
Comparing (8.40) with the matrix M in (7.1), and observing that fl ~ 0, we have the result that 
is one of the eigenvalues of ~ (and hence, A) if and only if 
[ 1_111 
~3 _ oq~ - 7~u2 + 76 + 7e - 7#o + ~ - o 
(8.41) 
which, after rearrangement and simplification, becomes 
~3 _ o, Qo - 7au2 + 76 + 7o - 7~ - ~ + (,~ - o.,~) = o. (8.42) 
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Moreover, further comparison of (8.40) with (7.1) shows that T/fi is a further eigenvalue of ,4 if 
and only if 
i -- 1 i 1 
ooo 
In view of the ease with which two of the eigenvalues of (7.1) (and hence, (8.40)) can be specified 
in this way, we consider only those cases for which (8.42) and (8.43) hold. 
9. ANALYSIS OF 
We therefore confine ourselves to considering solutions of our original problem, and the deter- 
mination of the necessary averages, that satisfy (8.42) and (8.43), so that ~ has eigenvalues 
and r / f t .  
9.1. One-Dimensional  Case -aQ,  flQ, ~f, ¢ 
In the one-dimensional case (8.42) simplifies to 
1 - -  1 
~3 _ aQ~ - ~u  2 + ~5 = 0, (9.1) 
and (8.43) is redundant, with fi being one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding fi,. We have 
two choices for aQ, namely aQ = u "-~ or aQ = ~2. From (9.1) 
~f = 2aQfi  + ~u --~ - 2fi 3, (9.2) 
and with aQ = u 2 yields 
- -  1 1 1 
= 3flu ~ - 2~ ~ = 3. ~(uL +uR)~ (u~ +u~)  - 2. g(UL +UR) 3 
1 (u~ + u 3) u -'~, 
2 
and hence, from (8.35a) 
and with aQ = fi2 yields 
and hence, from (8.35b) 
(9.3a) 
6 = flu 2, (9.4a) 
_~2 
= pu . (9.4b) 
Therefore (9.1) holds and gives rise to the pairings 
aQ=U ~, ~Q=~,  ~=u a, ¢=pu , or (9.5a) 
- -  _~2 
aQ=~2,  f~Q=fi5, ~f=~u 2, e=pu,  (9.5b) 
both of which are valid. 
_~2 
= pu , (9.3b) 
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9.2. Two-D imens iona l  Case-- -E igenvalues fi, (r/Z) 
Returning to the two-dimensional case, which must include the one-dimensional case, we 
now see that with either of the pairings in (9.5a),(9.5b), equation (9.1) will be satisfied, and 
hence (8.42) and (8.43) simplify to 
There are clearly a number of identifiable cases, which we consider in turn. Since there remains 
a significant degree of freedom in the choice for the parameters, we still have choices to make. 
Considering (9.7) first, this is satisfied if each individual term is zero, i.e., 
= ~ and 8 =/~,  (9.8a-b) 
and either wr 
a=~0 or n=- - .  (9.9a-b) 
p 
With these choices, (9.6) is automatically satisfied, even if the terms n - w3 ~ 0, (T /Z)  --  
~t 0. Before examining the implications of the two cases identified in (9.8a)-(9.9b), and the 
consequences for the corresponding parameters associated with these, we now concentrate on 
the remaining eigenvalues, which are u 4- a in the continuous case corresponding to the acoustic 
waves .  
9.3. E igenvalues for Acoust ic  Waves 
With the choices made in (9.8a),(9.Sb), and using (9.1), the matrix ,4 in (8.40) simplifies to 
p 0 
aQ -- fi2 2~Q fi 0 
p P 
o" T 
0 - -~  - 
P p 
0 (~ ' -1 )  +1 __~.p)  (~ ' -1)  
A = 
0 
1 
P 
0 
(9.10) 
where we have used the fact that the term pfi2 _ (1/2)pu-~ _ 2/~Q~ + (3/2)e in (8.40) vanishes for 
_~2 
each of the choices in (9.5a) and (9.5b), since with/~Q =/~2 and ~ = pu , then 
~22 1~ 2~Q3 + 3 p (  _ _ lu--~) _ "2Pu 2 _ = 3 j  32 
(9.11) 
1 1 1 = p ( ~ (~,~ + ~,~ + ~,LuR) - ~ (u~ + 2~,LuR + ~4) -- ~ (~'~ + ~'~) = O, 
_'x2 
using (8.30), and with/~Q = p5 and e = pu , then 
/~2 1 - -  3 (3=2 1 - - )  _ ~2 _ 2/~Qa + ~e = p ~u + 3 2 - ~u  2 - 2a~ 
(9.12) 
( 1 - - 2 1 - -  ) = p ~ + ~u2 + ~ - ~u 2 - 2~ = p(~(~ + ~) - 233) = o, 
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using (8.32) and (8.10). We then have 
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(9.13) 
where we have used the fact that  ( (a /~)  - ~)(t~ - (wr /~) )  = 0 from (9.9a),(9.9b). For consistency 
with the one-dimensional case where the eigenvalues corresponding to the acoustic waves satisfy 
we set 
_ 2Zq~ 7~ A 2 2-~_A+ --:-_ -aQ- - : - _  =0,  (9.14) 
P P P 
¢7 
~--=0 and ~?-#/5=0,  
P 
so, that  only (9.9a) is necessary, although that does not preclude the case where ~ = wr/~ also. 
9.4.  Summary  
With the choices in (9.Sa),(9.Sb) and (9.15a),(9.15b), we have 
= a~, a = #0, r = #fi, (9.16) 
from (8.26a), (so that  two of the eigenvalues are fi and r /p  = fi), and 
0 = #fi, y = #~, (9.17) 
where # is given by (8.14a) or (8.14b). If (8.14a) is used then # = v 2 and w = pt~, and from (9.17) 
which yield, from (8.36), 
(9.15a-b) 
2~Av = ~ (~,v=) - ~ap-  ~ .  = a (..~) - ~(~. )  = ~A (~) = 2~-~a~, (9.19) 
and hence, 
= ~ = pfi~, (9.20) 
corresponding to (8.37). If (8.14b) is used then # = ~2 and w = ~,  and from (9.17) 
0 = fi~2, ~} = pt~ 2, (9.21) 
which yield, from (8.36) 
2~a~ = ~ (..v~) - ~aap - ~ = a (~2)  _ ~2a(~.) = r -~a~,  (9.22) 
and hence, 
---- ~ ---- ~0, (9.23) 
which is not an obvious choice in (8.36). Moreover, in each case, from (9.16), (9.20), and (9.22), 
we find that  ~ - (wv/~) = O, but (~/~) - ~ ~ 0 and ~ - w~ ~t O. 
m m 
8 = fly 2, ~} = ~v 2, (9.18) 
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9.5. Resu l tant  Mat r ix  ,~, 
The resultant matrix .4 in (9.10) then simplifies to 
A = ~ fi , (9.24) 
0 0 
0 7P 0 
leaving two principal cases, depending on ~Q, f~Q, which we now discuss. We note that the 
matrix ,3. does not now depend on a, ~, T, 5, e, #, w, 0, a, r]. In particular, to determine the eigen- 
values of ~ (and hence, .4) we do not need to decide which pairing to choose for # and w 
in (8.14a),(8.14b), or the corresponding values of 0, a, and T] in (9.17) and (9.20) or (9.23), 
merely the existence of expressions that satisfy the stipulated conditions, which we have estab- 
lished. The values for ~, a, and T are prescribed in (9.16), and the values for 5 and e must be 
consistent with the choices made for c~Q, ~Q as given in (9.5a),(9.5b). 
CASE 1. aQ = u s, ~Q = tiff. With the choice (9.5a) for (~Q, ~Q, 5, e, and (9.16) for ~, a, and r 
for the expressions in Af, and thus in ¢~, and either of (8.14a) or (8.14b) for # and w in Aw, and 
thus in/5 and/5-1,  and the corresponding choice (9.18),(9.20) or (9.21),(9.23) for 0, ~], and 
in Af, and hence, in (~, we have from (9.24) 
- -  725 u2 ?2 0 
A = . (9.25) 
o p o 
0 7i~ 0 ?2/ 
The eigenvalues of A are then 
~i = 72 + 5, ?2, •, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (9.26a-d) 
where 
52 = a s + l(Au)2, (9.27a) 
with 
a2 = 71v (9.27b) 
and these are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian .4 = (~/5-1. Note, that we have simplified the term 
u-~ _ ?25 = (1/4) (  Au)2  using the identity 
- -  I I I 
ab - ab = ~(aLbL + aRbR) -- -~(aL + aR)~(bR + bL) 
1 1AaAb"  = -~(aR - aL)(bR -- bL) = 
(9.28) 
The corresponding eigenvectors of A in (9.25) are then 
~i,2 = i ,+  ,0, , (9.29a-b) 
(1,0,0,72  - (9 29c) 
r4 = (0, 0, 1, 0) T. (9.29d) 
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Having determined the eigenvalues of .~ and A, and the eigenvectors of 4, in this first case, we 
note that it is the corresponding eigenvectors of A that are required in the numerical scheme, and 
in contrast o those of .~, depend on the parameters # and w. Thus, this main case divides into 
two depending on this choice. To determine the eigenvectors ~iof A we use (6.8) as ~i =/5~i. 
CASE la. # = v 2, o~ = p~. From (8.16) 
I 1 0 0 
~ 0 
P= o o 
17.2 I~,2 . . . .  -~ + ~ ~ 
0 
0 , 
1 
7 1 
(9.30) 
and the eigenvectors of .4 in this case are 
( i _  ~3= i ,~ ,~,~u2+~v ~:T  ~ ' 
e4 = (0, 0,1, ~)T. 
T 
, (9.31a-b) 
(9.31c) 
(9.31d) 
CASE lb. # = o 2, w = p~. From (8.16) 
p = 
I 1 0 0 0 1 p 0 0 
0 ~ 0 , 
1_ 2 . . . .  1 
1-~ + ~v ou ~ .~--=--f-1 
(9.32) 
and hence, the eigenvectors of A in this case are 
1--  1-2 a2 / T 
el,2 = 1,f i : t :5,~,~u2+~v +7~_1 +fi6 , 
( i 1_ 2 (I/4)(_Au)2 ~ T 
l'~'e',~u--2+2 v "y-1 ] ' 
e4 = (0, 0, 1, ,~)T. 
(9.33a-b) 
(9.33c) 
(9.33d) 
CASE 2. C~Q = ~2, /~Q = ~.  Turning now to the second main case, with the choice (9.5b) 
for c~Q, /3Q, 6, s, and (9.16) for 4, a, and r for the expressions in Af, and thus in (~, and 
either of (8.14a) or (8.14b) for # and w in Aw, and thus in/5 and ]5-I, and the corresponding 
choice (9.18),(9.20) or (9.21),(9.23) for 8, r/, and ~ in Af, and hence, in Q, we have from (9.24) 
o 
A= ~ 0 ~ , (9.34) 
0 fi 0 
7~ 0 
where we have used (8.10). The eigenvalues of ~ are then 
A~ = ~ ± b, ~, ~, i - i, 2, 3, 4, (9.35a--d) 
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where again it is necessary to use (8.10), and where 
1 
(9.36) 
which can be written, after expansion and using (9.28), as 
(ApAu)2 (9.37) 
~2 = a 2 + 64p 2 , 
where a 2 is given in (9.27b), and these are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian .~ = ~/5-1. The 
corresponding eigenvectors i of fi, can be determined but are more cumbersome than those for 
Case 1. Again, as for Case 1, the eigenvectors of .4 depend on the choice for p and w. 
CASE 2a. /z = v -~, w = ~.  Here 15 is given in (9.30) and the corresponding eigenvectors ei =/5~ 
of A can be determined, but are also more cumbersome than those in Case 1. 
CASE 2b. /z = ~2, w = ~5. Here/5 is given in (9.32) and the corresponding eigenvectors el =/s r i  
of A are again more cumbersome than those in Case 1. 
It is important o note, however, that both Cases 2a and 2b are distinct choices in their own 
right, and may be required for future work on real gases. 
In summary, we have identified four of the possible 24 choices of averaging, for each choice 
of 0, 7, and ~, which give ~ and r/~ = fi as two of the eigenvalues, and these are described above 
as Cases la, lb, 2a, and 2b. Whilst all four are not necessarily identical in terms of efficiency, 
one has to keep an open mind when seeking to generalize the scheme to real gases. Moreover, 
we have identified two of these cases as giving straightforward averages. Importantly, all four 
cases give simple expressions for the remaining two eigenvalues, and the results are consistent 
with those for the one-dimensional case. 
10. CONCLUSIONS 
We have examined a number of arithmetic averaging procedures for the two-dimensional Euler 
equations for an ideal gas, and we have identified four which satisfy a pair of eigenvalue properties. 
In the future it is intended to extend this work to include two-dimensional unsteady flows of 
nonideal gases, and steady flows of ideal and nonideal gases. 
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